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Abstract.
Research background: Our research demonstrates that corporate
accounting as a rule contains no frames connected with the disclosure of
information about operations on digital platforms and indirect taxes on В2В
operations, including tax risks.
Purpose of the article: Our research revealed that corporate accounting as
a rule contains no frames connected with disclosure of information about
operations on digital platforms and indirect taxes on В2В operations,
including tax risks. This information can be hidden in some reports, which
are usually compiled on the initiative of the company.
Methods: We can select information needs of the users as a starting point
of raising sustainability of corporate governance. This is why companies
compile different forms of reports containing both financial and nonfinancial information. Country reports reflect different financial, tax, and
other indicators of international groups of companies in the countries, where
participants of such groups operate (and, if necessary, explanations). At the
same time, methodologically country reports are a chance to establish
disproportion between the scope of company operations and the amount of
taxes paid in different jurisdictions.
Findings & Value added: Information about indirect taxes and B2B
operations is of inconsistent, unstructured character, making its retrospective
assessment both for an individual company and as comparative analysis for
a group of companies impossible. We see further development of this issue
in research of corporate websites and information disclosure centers for
structuring and detailing the information of many companies participating
in the B2B sector and developing common approaches to information
disclosure.
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1 Introduction
Information about the companies’ operations on В2В platforms reveals not only their
financial indicators but also indirect taxation of such operations and their tax risks.
International expansion of business and in some cases uncertainty about the practical aspects
of tax base calculation requires that information be exchanged between the controlling bodies
of different jurisdictions [1]. We should note that budget replenishment with the help of tax
receipts is important for all jurisdictions. In practice, this methodological aspect is
implemented through changes in tax legislation (levying new taxes, raising the tax rates and
other actions). At that, the tax organs check transnational companies, including those selling
their products through digital platforms, with most attention. This is why the key international
principle is double taxation avoidance and boosting transparency of tax data, which requires
new international tax legislation initiatives [2].
One of the information exchange initiatives is based on a multilateral Agreement of
Competent Authorities on the Exchange of Country Reports. We should note that the owners
(beneficiaries) can improve the reporting structure strongly by merging related companies to
develop their business successfully, preserve and increase their competitiveness. Such
mergers of several firms (without creation of a unified company) are often transnational and
are associated with a corporation notion.
This is why presenting financial reports with the disclosure of information on operations
on В2В platforms should be a norm in the business community. A research of information
on the В2В segment in corporate reporting [3], outlining the ways of its improvement can
facilitate stable communication between a reporting company and its stakeholders improving
corporate stability on the whole.

2 Theoretical background
Historically, R.E. Freeman’s (1984) stakeholders’ theory was applied with the creation of
stakeholders’ matrices based on the fundamental research by Ronald K. Mitchell, Bradley R.
Agle and Donna J. Wood [4]. Without replacing the notion of stakeholders with the notion
of users of reports, we should note that the stakeholders notion is more often used when
considering theoretical and practical aspects of business management by creating a strategy
(behavior model) of relations with groups, i.е. the principle of building a stakeholder structure
taking into account obvious features.
At the same time, according to Kassab [5], the business community uses the notion of
users to communicate with groups (a structure clearly described by features) through
presenting them accounting (financial) reports prepared under local or international standards
[6]. At that, such accounting should be neutral, i.e. all user groups should receive the same
set of documents according to a standard format.
At the same time, Bartov [7] said in his research that different groups of users need
information able to satisfy their need for information depending on the goals and aims of
counteracting with the reporting organization [8]. In particular, B2B participants can make
part of different groups of users with their need for information from any economic branch.
At that, a research by Causholli [9] puts it generally that individual groups of key users may
have different and even opposing information needs and wishes, while different groups of
users have different levels of access to information. There is no doubt that the owners and
company managers authorized by the owners have priority access to information. The owners
and managers of a reporting organization are interested in financial information about the
organization, including information about the В2В sector[10].
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Employees, including company managers, who can receive reliable (confirmed)
information or incomplete, wrongly interpreted information make part of such users to some
extent. In this case Alegre [11] says that everything depends on the level of access to
managerial accounting, which is a commercial secret and is not public.
The tax authorities and other controlling bodies, whose provision with information in due
time and form is obligatory, including for the B2B sector of the economy, is a separate group
with special access to financial information. From the point of view of control over
calculation of taxation bases, operations on В2В platforms are unique [12-13]. First of all,
both country residents and non-residents can take part in the transactions.
Another important aspect, according to Cerchione [14], is definition of a geographical
point, the venue of the deal for establishing the taxation base in accordance with legislation
of the jurisdiction. They also have the authority of doing field tax audits and in some
circumstances withdraw documents and apply other necessary sanctions [15]. Other user
groups without priority access to information should rely only on open sources, including
corporate reports, whose key report is a financial report [16]. It is at these groups of users,
primarily investors, creditors that the interest of a reporting company is aimed.
2.1 Data analysis
Country reports reflect different financial, tax, and other indicators of international groups of
companies in the countries, where participants of such groups operate (and, if necessary,
explanations). At the same time, methodologically country reports are a chance to establish
disproportions between the scope of company operations and the amount of taxes paid in
different jurisdictions. At present, the OECD does not recommend to use country reports as
the basis for additional taxes. However, identification of imbalances is now largely the reason
for the tax bodies to establish the risks and initiate tax checks [17]. Although initially such
reports appeared thanks to the introduction of a three-tier reporting on transfer pricing, their
information value can be widened to control payment of indirect taxes on the B2B platforms.
We believe that there are good prerequisites for this, because the BEPS requirements are
conspicuous for wide information coverage and its usefulness not only for the tax man, the
tax payers, but also for the government and the public. At that information transparency may
be reached thanks to the obligation of a transnational business to disclose the indicators
required by the format of a report independently. At that we can assume that
methodologically country reports will be augmented as different jurisdictions get involved in
the process and as the indicators widen. We also do not rule out new information transparency
initiatives for intercountry tax information from other important supervisory or professional
organizations.
Tax reports are traditionally closed to outside users. However, there is a need in a research
of demands of different user groups in receiving information to make economic decisions.
We do not rule out that stakeholders’ information needs can be directly or indirectly linked
not only to the financial indicators of a reporting company, but also to the tax risks on В2В
operations due to the special features of indirect tax base calculation (Tаble 1).
Таble 1. Information needs of B2B participants.
User group

Information needs in the B2B sector

Company owners and
authorized managers
Employees

Return on capital in the B2B sector
Financial strategy development of the company in the B2B sector.
Stability and margins of the employer, digital development of the
company and its ability to operate in a highly competitive
economic environment.
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Suppliers and contractors
Creditors and lenders

The ability of the employer to guarantee remuneration and jobs for
digital platform managers and the need to increase qualifications
for new employees.
Whether due money is paid in due time on В2В transactions.

Customers and buyers

The ability of digital platforms to generate future economic
benefits for timely repayment of debt and interest.
Correctness of tax base calculation and tax receipts from В2В
operations.
How participation in В2В platforms can influence the current and
future value of a company.
Return on planned or existing investment taking into account the
economic environment of business operations and risks, including
on В2В platforms.
The financial targets set by the management for each managerial
level in the B2B sector
Continuous operations of the company in the B2B sector

Competitors

Company ability to widen its operations in the B2B sector.

Specialized organizations
and agencies

Financial and non-financial indicators of the company to assess the
future of the В2В sector development and publication of the
current and expected data in mass media.
Services to launch companies in the B2B sector, strategy and
corporate platform interface development.
Financial and non-financial indicators of the company to assess the
future of development in the B2B sector and development of
methodology and methods of increasing the quality and functions
of electronic platforms.
Monitoring of information (by type of goods, works, services) of
the digital platforms to use the information in the sphere of human
rights, environmental protection, animal protection, etc.

Tax bodies
Investors

Managers

Universities and scientific
organizations
Public organizations
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Results

A corporate format of information disclosure for the stakeholders is important because it
influences the speed of information exchange. As a rule, international exchange of country
reports is done electronically with the use of the Extensible Markup Language (XML), which
we believe can slow down the development of a more progressive business information
exchange format XBRL.
Despite many financial and organizational hurdles to its use, introduction of XBRL is
methodologically proven in practice in the most current jurisdictions during collection of tax,
statistic, financial, supervision information. This is why XBRL for country reports is good
by the following functional parameters:
- the XBRL reporting format is based on tags (descriptors), which fully synchronize the
names of phenomena and events ensuring uniform wordings between the countries. The tags’
identity helps overcome the language barrier since descriptors can be automatically translated
into any language without misrepresentations of wording, spelling and punctuation errors.
-the absence of a need to compile bulky tables (in fact, reports are tables and comments of
information disclosure), which are often (for instance, initially in the Excel, PDF formats)
can take many pages and worsen readability of information.
-the XBRL format is an array of data that can process not only the numeric part of the report,
but also the text. Additional software to process an array of data in the XBRL format helps
form different types of tables, graphs, charts that are customary for most recipients. Besides,
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additional analytical software can help compare information of an indeterminately large sets
of reports, text and numeric parts, identifying tax risks, the patterns of interaction between
the companies in different jurisdictions, and other necessary control actions.
We should note that regardless of the format of a country report (XML / XBRL) the key
issue for the tax departments of reporting organizations becomes internal control of taxation
decisions. Information exchange between the tax authorities of different countries will
naturally lead to an increase of tax disputes. For reporting companies in the B2B sector the
consequence is a buildup of tax risks, which should be reflected in financial reporting. We
chose IAS reporting as the main source of financial information and information about
possible risks, including the tax risks as the key object of research. At that, there are
information disclosure requirements in IAS, which should be met if there are necessary data.
In particular, the current information disclosure requirements cover the profit tax (IAS 12),
which includes all national and foreign taxes levied on taxable profits. IAS has no specific
standards for indirect taxes, including VAT. Since there is no obligation to disclose VAT
information, its disclosure is a matter of professional judgement of its compilers and the
materiality threshold. This is why we believe it possible to put forward a hypothesis of
limiting professional judgement of a reporting firm.
As a general methodological approach to the qualitative features of useful financial
information for the B2B sector we can mention appropriateness, materiality and fair
presentation as well as the features, which increase usefulness of information (comparability,
verifiability, timeliness, clarity). We should keep in mind that preparation and presentation
of financial reporting is accompanied by an inherent limitation in the form of costs of its
presentation and assessment.
A reporting company also incurs the costs of collection, processing, checking and
distribution of information, which should be taken into account in professional judgement.
We believe that this is the approach that is the basis of limited information disclosure in IAS
reporting оf indirect taxes. Another reason, according to research company AC&M, is some
B2B firms deliberate non-disclosure of information on the whole and on indirect taxes, the
tax risks associated with transactions on digital platforms.
Thus, outside users of financial accounting can receive information for the B2B sector
only from public reports, if the current taxonomy provides for the corresponding linear
articles taking into account relevant information disclosure. At that, one should keep in mind
that the bulk of financial reports’ users cannot demand that reporting companies provide
information to them directly and should rely on general financial reports to get a significant
part of necessary financial information. Thus, item 1.6. of Conceptual Framework for
Financial Reporting says that the users should take into account information from other
sources, for example, general economic conditions and expectations, political events and
climate as well as industry and company forecasts.
We suppose that creditors and lenders in the B2B sector are first of all interested to which
extent digital platforms help companies generate future economic benefits for the timely
repayment of debt and interest as part of information disclosure. Investors are interested to
know how participation in digital B2B platforms can affect the current and future value of
the company аnd return on planned and existing investment given the existing economic
environment and risks, including risks for В2В platforms. If there are private and state sectors
in a jurisdiction, a good example of such establishments are government and municipal
organizations.
Accounting and reports compilation directly depend on information needs of the
financing party. For private companies the key supplier of resources are lenders, creditors
and investors. Consequently, IAS reporting is shifted towards information disclosure and
taxonomy of the reports towards information needs of lenders, creditors and investors. At
that, each of the categories can be described differently. Thus, investors and creditors may
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include institutional investors, credit organizations, banks, funds, etc. Despite their general
need for information, their interest and desired format of reporting and disclosure may
somewhat differ.
Reporting companies can decide on the structure, the consequence and degree of
information disclosure in a financial report depending on information needs of the key capital
suppliers among the creditors and investors. In reality, reports of most companies contain
from fifty to a hundred and twenty pages on average. The significant volume of reports is not
so much a consequence of the wish of a reporting company to disclose as much of material
information as possible, but reflect the requirements of national legislation. Since most
companies use the XML language for their reports, most often the PDF files, readability of
such reporting is low.
We should also add that a future transfer to financial reporting in the XBRL format will
help format files into analytical structures given their information support. Financial
reporting, both under IAS and GAAP USA and other national legislations gives users
primarily financial information. A decision to disclose information on an additional business
sector, including generalized B2B information, will mean a higher volume for a report. At
that, a decision to disclose such information, according to Gul and Zhou [18], is taken by
professional judgement and materiality of information for hierarchical, specific to each
organization group of communities or individuals.

5 Discussion
This is why users have to rely on financial reports compiled for general purposes to get
necessary information about B2B operations. At the same time, according to Petrova [19],
reporting companies can present other types of reports, presentations, publications, reviews
for interested users, which can be published openly [20].
In particular, such reports are published on the corporate websites of the companies and
(or) in specialized information disclosure centres. A significant part of the reports is compiled
in accordance with the requirements of a jurisdiction or international law. Such compulsory
reports can be as follows:
 a report on affiliates,
 an issuer report,
 an annual report of a shareholder company,
 other types of reports [21].
Accounting reports compiled in accordance with legislation of a jurisdiction, a financial
report under IAS also make part or can be included in the obligatory category. This can be
true, because not all jurisdictions acknowledge IAS or IAS can be obligatory only for some
groups of companies and, consequently, companies can compile reports under IAS
voluntarily. Companies also present reports compiled on their own initiative in open access.
To a certain degree many reports are initiated by international organizations and their
publication is a condition of company operations in cross-border economic environment [22].
Reports can have a form of a presentation – environmental reports, sustainable development
reports, social reports. Information can be also presented in the form of an integrated report
of B2B companies [23-24]. In its turn, the owners or persons authorized by the owners have
full or limited access to such information.
Besides, companies compile obligatory tax reports, statistical reports. Information in
these types of reports is not to become public, including through the supervisory bodies, the
authorized agencies for processing such information in the formation of the aggregate
indicators – tax receipts, other qualitative indicators for a jurisdiction as a whole [25]. We
assume that all reporting compiled by corporations is corporate. Corporate reporting, which
is inaccessible for all interested outside users is internal reporting, it is not public. At the
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same time corporate reporting in general access is public and can be presented in the open
information space as follows (fig. 1).
Corporate reports

Public

Non-public

Fig. 1. A model of corporate reporting.

Commenting on chart 2 we should note that this approach towards models of corporate
reporting fully meets and confirms our hypothesis about limitations of professional
judgement. Our research shows that corporate reporting contains no frames linked directly to
information disclosure about operations on digital platforms and information disclosure
about indirect taxes, including the tax risks on such operations. The information can be
hidden in reports, which as a rule are compiled on the initiative of a company. Thus,
information about B2B operations and indirect taxes is not constant, it is not structured,
making its retrospective analysis for an individual company or for a group of companies
impossible.

4 Conclusions
Our research has established that information needs of the priority users can be taken as a
starting point of corporate reports compilation to increase stability of corporate governance.
Reporting companies can offer other types of reports, presentations, publications, reviews
for the stakeholders, which can be published openly for all interested users. Such reports are
published on the corporate websites and (or) specialized information disclosure centres. A
significant part of company reports is compiled to meet international law requirements.
At the same time, financial reporting users have special needs of information disclosure,
if a reporting company participates in trade on В2В platforms. This is not only financial
information, but also information about indirect taxation and tax risks. Consequently,
corporate reports do not contain obligatory frames on information disclosure of operations
on digital platforms and indirect taxes, including tax risks on such operations.
Information on B2B operations and indirect taxes is not stable or structured making its
retrospective analysis for an individual company or for a group of companies impossible. We
believe that В2В information disclosure on initiative of a company in public corporate reports
can only take place, if the corporation thinks that the information needs of users are
significant, while the costs of preparation of information will not exceed expected effects.
We see further development of this issue in research of corporate websites and information
disclosure centres for structuring and detailing the information of many companies
participating in the B2B sector and developing common approaches to information
disclosure.
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